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What is on (secret) sale?

All links in this email are affiliate links.
 
Hello and welcome to my first newsletter!
 
This time the list is very extensive, as it includes all price reductions in the Unity
Asset Store from August 16 to December 4, 2023 that are not due to official
sales: Check it out

What is on (secret) sale? December 4

Current official promotions &
bundles
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Reminder: Unity’s Cyber Week ends on December 6, 2023 at 7:59:59 PT.
Check it out (Affiliate link)

 
Publisher of the week: Unluck Software (50% off)
Unluck  Software  is  a  versatile  Unity  asset  publisher  crafting  high-quality  assets
 to  help  elevate  your  game  development,  including  particle  effects,  3D  models,
 tools,  and  more. Check it out (Affiliate link)

 
Giveaway:  Add  Plasma FX (Affiliate link)  to  your  cart,  then  enter  the  coupon  code
 UNLUCK  at  checkout  to  get  it  for  free.  No  purchase  necessary.*  Ends
 December  7,  2023  at  7:59 am  PT. Check it out (Affiliate link)

Humble Bundles
Several Game Development Humble Bundles are currently available:

The Ultimate Game Development Bundle: Open the door to a dizzying universe
of game development possibilities with this bundle of Unreal Engine and Unity
assets. You’ll get a vast trove of ready-to-use game assets for the two most
popular game engines in the world—everything from gritty cyberpunk sets and
serene seaside vistas, to weapons from across history, high quality icons for your
UI, and stunning special effects. Also included in the bundle are a host of tutorials
to broaden your skillset, as well as handy plugins that you can quickly add to your
workflow. Pay what you want for this vast toolbox of assets valued at over $3,000
and help support Direct Relief with your purchase! Check it out (Affiliate link)

 
2D Game Creation Mega Bundle: Full game asset kits for your 2D game! Game
developers, build your 2D game with this massive bundle of art and sound assets
from GameDev Market. This varied and versatile collection features characters,
creatures, UI elements, environments, music, and SFX for a variety of 2D game
genres. Create your outer space epic, zombie apocalypse, or whatever game
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you’re imagining—and help support Save the Children with your purchase. Check
it out (Affiliate link)

 
Learn to Create Game Art in Blender: Your complete Blender learning kit! Learn
Blender with the help of the creators at GameDev.tv! This comprehensive bundle
features everything you need to get started or level up your skills with the free,
open-source 3D art software. Learn about animation, rigging, modeling,
environmental art, and more with GameDev.tv’s courses. Pick up Alpha Brush
Packs and materials to help carve out details in your creations. Get a complete kit
for your Blender learning journey, and help support One Tree Planted with your
purchase! Check it out (Affiliate link)

Upcoming promotion:

The newest Mega Bundle is on the way! Beginning on Wednesday, the 23 for
$23 Mega Bundle will be available and it’s full of useful tools, art, environments
and more.

This promotion begins December 6, 2023 continues through December 20,
2023 at 8:00:00 PT.
 
 

Disclaimer:

All listed offers are subject of change. I can't guarantee that any of the listed offers are still valid or correct!
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Disclosure:

I am a participant in the Unity Affiliate Program and other affiliate programs, such affiliate advertising programs allows

participants to earn commissions by advertising and linking e.g. to Unity or other properties, which means I may

receive a commission if you click a link and purchase something that I have recommended. While clicking these links

won't cost you any money, they will fund my development projects while recommending great assets!) 
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